
Completing a Census and Why 
Insurers use an “employee census” to obtain specific information to estimate the health care costs your group is likely to 
incur. Most brokers and insurers offer premade census templates to make the process easier. 

What’s Included on an Employee Census? 
Your census will include information about each benefit eligible employee (generally those who work 30 or more hours 
per week). Your employee census is the basis for the quotes that your broker or insurer will provide, the more detailed 
and accurate this information is, the better idea you will have of what coverage will cost your group before you enroll. 
Please note small group premiums are predetermined, and the insurer will file them directly with the state insurance 
commissioner. The Employee Census will contain the following information: 

• Name and birthdate of all enrollees. Small group health insurance premiums are linked specifically to 
each enrollee’s age, including spouses and domestic partners (if your group offers this benefit) and children, so 
getting detailed age information on each person in the plan is key. For larger groups, though, it may be enough 
just to indicate how each employee is enrolling — on their own or with a spouse and/or children. 

• Residential ZIP code. In most cases, business ZIP codes are used to determine geographically based rates 
for the whole group, but some insurers need personal ones as well. Include it just in case — better safe than 
sorry! 

• Gender. Small group health insurance premiums can no longer vary based on gender, but that’s not the case 
in the large group market. Depending on the size of your organization, your premium quote might still depend 
on the genders of your employees and their spouses. 

• Whether the employee plans to waive coverage. Insurers have participation requirements for group 
health plans — usually at least 70 percent. For small groups, there is a one-month window each fall without 
participation requirements for new groups, but generally, insurers need to know which employees, if any, are 
planning to waive coverage. Generally, insurers also need to know the reason why employees are waiving 
coverage whether it is due to being on their spouse’s plan, have individual health insurance, are on Medicare or 
Medicaid, or other. This assists the carrier in determining the estimated participation. 

• Other information. Depending on your employer status, carrier, and other factors, other information may 
be required to process your census into the stages. 

 
Why Complete an Employee Census? 
You may complete an employee census for a variety of reasons, including, but not limited to: 

• Considering offering a group health plan 
• Shopping and comparing your current plan with other available alternatives. 
• Creating employee accounts for benefit applications 
• Compliance testing 
• To confirm employee eligibilities 
• To track vesting 
• To monitor allowable contribution limits 

 
The accuracy of this information is critical to ensure precise, error-free outcomes for any reason you are completing an 
Employee Census. Providing accurate and complete information on the census will assist in eliminating time and struggle 
for you and any third party you are working with. 

 
Remember… 
Remember to Encrypt. Do not email an Employee census unsecured. Even if it doesn’t contain enough data to get you 
in trouble, it’s not worth the risk. WE all hate email encryption services, but we all hate data breaches worse. 
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